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HUNTING
FOR A SECRET PARTY PG 42
Columnist Vahishta Mistry on spending Halloween in San Francisco

s I peel off a jacket and then a
sweater on my hike up from
Maienfeld village towards
Heididorf, I am reminded of an
initial scene from the book. Heidi
is clambering up the Alps behind her aunt
Dete, and as it gets warmer and warmer, off
comes one layer of clothing after another. I
must have read the book nearly three decades ago, yet I remember the scene vividly.
And I remember rooting for the impish,
rebellious little orphan that moment on.
Me, I am not rebelling; I am just not
dressed for the warm weather. The last few
days had been unseasonably wet and
cold for August, and I had expected more of
the same.
The signs for Heididorf — Heidi’s village
where her home has been recreated for her
fans — start as soon as you get off at
Maienfeld’s railway station. And why not? It
is one of the region’s star attractions, drawing visitors from as far as Japan. But more
on that later.
Heididorf is an easy hour’s walk from the
station, through the pretty village of
Maienfeld and up hilly roads lined with
vineyards. A dozen photo stops, a bit of
huffing and a lot of puffing later, I pull up at
tiny Heididorf.
So, here’s the thing. In Heidiland, it is
easy to forget that Heidi is a fictional charac-

ROOTING FOR

HEIDI
You will almost forget that the five-year-old who captured your
imagination as a child was a fictional character when you step
into Heididorf, recreated after Johanna Spyri’s 1880 classic

ter. There is a museum dedicated to her life;
to author Johanna Spyri really, and the
innumerable Heidi adaptations. It comes
with a souvenir shop that sells, yes, Heidithemed things from chocolates to fridge
magnets, school bags and water bottles.
Close to it is a model of Heidi’s home, the
one she would have shared with her
grumpy grandpa.

The picturesque hike up from Maienfeld towards Heididorf

I am ambivalent about
this experience, when I
overhear someone say in
a breathless voice, “This
is a dream come
true for me.”
When I mention

Nusstarte, the buttery nut pastry
from the Graubünden region

Vineyards near Malans village, home to Martin Donatsch

this later to Tabhitha Forrer from Heidiland
Tourism, she says this is a common sentiment expressed by Heididorf visitors.
What makes Heidi, a Swiss children’s
book written in 1880 by an unknown Swiss,
so popular even today? It remains one of the
largest selling titles in the world, translated
into over 50 languages. There are five known
movie versions, including a blockbuster with
Shirley Temple, of golden locks and puppy
eyes fame. Spyri, in her book, of course,
describes Heidi as having short, black curly
hair, but that’s Hollywood for you.
And it has been televised in several languages, from Arabic to Japanese. And friends
tell me that Heidi is still as fascinating as
Doraemon (or is it Pokemon — forgive my
ignorance) is to young viewers of animated
television. According to Tabitha, Swiss children who had stopped reading — as did children of successive video game and iPad generations all over the world — rediscovered
Heidi with these translated animation series.
Japanese men and women (especially the
latter, I suspect) of a certain age, who grew
up watching the 1974 anime Heidi, Girl of
the Alps make up a large proportion of visitors of Heididorf. Every year, half a dozen
Japanese couples make their way to the
village to get married. Surely
enough, there is a Japanese
wedding planning website
called Heidiwedding.com
and this is what I
can make out
TURN
from Google’s
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Maienfeld itself has several buildings with stunning architecture
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VAHISHTA MISTRY ON A ROAD TRIP

Vahishta Mistry, a 29-year-old marketing professional did something most of us
have only dreamed of doing. He sold his possessions and set out to explore the
world. Have a question for him? Ping him @vahishta and he’ll answer them here

Halloween Highlights

A stroll through San Francisco leads to secret parties, food
truck parks and a bewildering array of creative costumes

Life-sized dolls of Heidi and her friend Peter inside Heidi’s home
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quirky translation: Take your
wedding vows in the Heidi
Alps, in a world you have
dreamed of as a child.
I have to admit, even without
the Heidi motif, it is a beautiful spot to get
hitched in. The lulling sound of cowbells.
The crisp mountain air. The uninterrupted
views of distant mountain peaks.
Later at lunch, I meet Hitsch Möhr, exMayor of Maienfeld. His claim to fame
according to me is that he featured in a
local production of the movie in 1953. It
is initially difficult to imagine this charming, bald man as a ten-year-old on the
sets. Then he grins as he talks about going
for auditions just to get a day off from
school, and the years fall away.
Hobnobbing with a film star (almost) over
some melt-in-the-mouth nusstarte, the
region’s special nut pastry, was the ideal
end to my Heidi morning.
That afternoon, I am let into a Swiss
secret, and it has nothing to do with bank
accounts. In the neighbouring village of
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Malans, I meet fifth generation wine-maker Martin Donatsch, who has trained in
Australia, South Africa, France and Spain.
Martin — whose mother’s name is Heidi
— has been winning awards for his Pinot
Noir. But what wins me over during the
tasting session, is the intense Completer, a
grape unique to Switzerland.
And then I wonder what other secrets
the Swiss hold close to their hearts.

OTHER ATTRACTIONS
Maienfeld in the Graubünden Canton in
Eastern Switzerland is a two-hour train
ride from Zurich. While in Graubünden,
hike and ski in Flumserberg and Pizol, or
indulge in a thermal spa treatment at Bad
Ragaz. Also go sightseeing at Chur,
Switzerland’s oldest town, which also calls
itself The Alpine City.
More information on Heididorf: http://
www.heididorf.ch/en/enhome.html
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Here’s a
square slot
just for you
We’re looking
for strange and
fantastic photos
of our country.
Photographer
Paroma
Mukherjee will
handpick those
that best convey
that mood, and
tell us why she
loves them

Send your pictures to
instagramformirror@
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note on where and
Taken in the train between Wadala and CST
when you took
the picture

Candid portraits of children are hard to make, especially when
travelling alongside scores of people. This image carries a
wonderful pensiveness and a coming-of-age kind of demeanour
as the young boy travels in the women’s compartment
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ravelling makes you realise that we’re
creatures of habit and ritual. When
you’re on the road, you can’t have
‘morning time’ to yourself to get coffee
exactly the way you like it, read the newspaper
and soak in the start to the day — and that
loss of a well-crafted ritual can get to you. All
too often, you’re busy packing up your backpack, or making breakfast plans or figuring out
your route around whatever city you happen
to be in.
Which is why my rather extended stay in
San Francisco (it’s now been a couple of
months since I arrived here) is showing me
what I’ve missed these past few months since I
set out from New York to tour the US. Things
like parties, celebrating festivals, and a diet
that consists of more than energy bars, trail
mix and cereal.
One of the great things I’ve had the pleasure of experiencing, is the way Americans
throw themselves into celebrating Halloween.
All my life, October 31 used to just be “four
days before my birthday”— for most
Americans, though, kids and adults alike, it’s a
day to go completely crazy and display a bit of
their wild and creative side.
I have to recommend Halloween as possibly one of the best days to be in the US, along
with the 4th of July, New Year’s Eve and
Thanksgiving. To begin the night’s festivities,
I’d decided to go visit a food truck park. Food
trucks are large tempo-type vehicles that also
are rolling restaurants that stay open late.
Food truck parks are designated areas where
said trucks are allowed to park and serve
food. Think Bade Miya, if Bade Miya was at
a different venue every night. As I had
rightly assumed, this was a great
place to check out the extremely creative costumes on display.
Walking up to the park, I
stood in the line to enter,
behind a gender-bent Buffy The
Vampire Slayer, who was
accompanied by a corpse,
complete with knife sticking out of her head. Very
quickly, the line filled up
behind me, with a Thor, a
bunch of guys dressed as
Ted (the bear from the
movie Ted) and a whole
slew of Anime characters. As
the line moved, I could see
glimpses from within the
park. We turned a corner
and suddenly, I was in a
weird blend of Comic
Con meets Mardi Gras. A
DJ was spinning tracks in
a genie costume.
Multiple fairies danced in
front of one-storey high speakers. The smell of grilled meats
wafted across the scene. This
was no Bade Miya. Over the
course of the evening, I managed to meet many wizards and
witches, a He-Man who bought
his costume in a thrift store for

$4, and the most convincing Borat I have ever
seen.
My next spate of excitement came in the
next couple of hours, while sampling some
excellent microbrews from local beer vendors.
I managed to meet some people who introduced me to yet another hitherto-hidden
aspect of San Francisco life: a secret party.
Secret parties are parties that are advertised on
the Internet, except they never publish location information — you have to try and
find out where they’re taking place and
what the password is, to be let in. The
party I ended up going to was called the
666 party — because it started at 6.66
pm (or, you know, 07:06 pm!)
and went on until 6:66 am — or,
in other words, sunset to sunrise.
The password was “jambalaya”.
I have to say that I was actually rather selfishly reaping the
benefits of some NSA-level
snooping — in order to get
the password, my newfound friends had resorted to basically stalking
the administrator of the
Facebook group that was
organizing the party, and they
were then kind enough to pass
it on to me!
If my experience at the
food park was surprising, the
secret party blew me away. For
an event that charged no
entrance fee and was advertised solely via word of
mouth, it was very well
catered, had a huge bar and
was packed to the gills with
serious party-goers. Naturally,
I stayed until morning, but
what surprised me was that I
wasn’t alone — San Francisco
has the reputation of being
more laid back than, say, LA
or New York, but you
wouldn’t have guessed that
from this experience!

